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Tax may live a
little bit longer
The governor's main obstacle, however, is convincing
the House and Senate to adopt
his policy.
Gov. Bob Martinez issued a
A Senate committee met
new proposal Monday for re- Tuesday and voted 6-5 to 'repealing the sales tax on serv- port favorably' on a proposal to
ices that calls for moving the repeal the service tax, but
tax's death date from Nov. 1, added the condition of increas1987 to Jan. 1, 1988.
ing the regular sales tax by a
Accordingto UCFPresident penny.
Trevor Colbourn, such a move
"Note that the vote was 6-5,"
would lower the budget loss for Colboum said. "One vote the
Florida's state universities other way and it would have
from $62.4 million to $45. 7 been 5-6. There really is no
clear-cut opinion yet."
million.
As far as UCF is concerned,
Senate President John Vogt
Joe Weirlltein/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Colbourn said that the showed support of the service
WE'RE NUMBER TWO
university's loss would be cut tax in debate Monday, saying,
Darin Slack. and crew find themselves ranked second in the latest Division II poll. UCF will .
from $4.1 million to $2.9 mil- "We cannot afford tO take a
take ~n NCAA Division I-AA 19th-ranked Eastern Kentucky Saturday night.
lion. He added that Martinez step back."
has proposed to make up most
The House is not in session,
of the difference by using the but according to Colbourn,
state's 'rainy day' fund. The House leade~ship strongly
fund is a stockhouse of money supports revision of the tax.
"The House leadership is
for the state to use when it
playing a waiting game," ColWe are now definitely tied to that modest fund." faces financial troubles.
by Keith Porter
Th'.is move-would result in bourn said, "I think they want
Reid says he would 1ike to help, but he doesn't
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
the entire state of Florida tak- people to cool off a bit and
read minds.
"They haven't asked me and no one has ing a 1.44 percent budget cut. consider the consequences of
The Theater Department is planning to approached [me] at all," he said. Reid said it was
"The problem with the repeal."
charge students for its shows this year because former SG President Ira Smith who denied governor's current plan is that
House Speaker Jon Mills
Student Government did not include the thea- funding to the theater.
it deals with deficit financing," said: "Today we are debating
ter in this year's budget, but SG President Roy
"[Former SG President] Ira Smith.sent them Colboum said. "The funds he is the future of the state. If we
Reid said he was never asked to help fund the a memorandum stating that they would have to
using are non-recurring reve- don't solve the problem, next
theater.
deal with each new President individually."
nue
and can only postpone the year we will be returning to
"I was told in no uncertain terms Tlast year]
According to director Smith, SG's support of
trouble.
This new plan would 1985."
that we would not receive any money and that's the arts is not keeping pace with other state
Commissioner of Education
hold us over until June 30,
that," theater director Harry W. Smith said. universities.
after that, it's a whole new .
"This will hurt us very badly, and it has forced
us to get an emergency fund from the Provost.
SEE THEATER PAGE 3 issue"
SEE TAX PAGE 4

by Don Wittekind
EDITOR IN CHIEF

•

•

Theater forced to charge students

Spring may start dQy early
for pre-exam 'Dead Day'
.

.

dependent on the proposal's
and acceptance by the
review
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Faculty Senate. Also, the Calendar Planning Committee
A meeting between univer- will meet, review, and decide
sity administrators and Stu- the final calendar scheduling,
dent Government President according to Charles Micarelli,
Roy Reid has led to a proposal dean of Undergraduate Studto create a "Dead Day" at UCF. ies.
Tentative arrangements
Dead Day would mean a
class-free day between the end call for a time-shift of the
of classes and the beginning of spring semester calendar to
final exam week. The idea is to accommodate the plan.
Reid explained .that stugive students a chance to predents would begin the spring
pare for final exams.
According to Reid, UCFs term one day earlier than
first Dead Day could be in the originally scheduled and
spring semester.
However, a finalized plan is
SEE DEAD DAY PAGE 5

by Joyce Herald
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SPORTS

• Spyro Gyra rocked
Orlando's Jazz Fest '87.
Meet Jay Beckenstein
saxophone player of this
progressive jazz group.
Also, a review of David
Bowie's concert.

·• Sports Editor Scott
Wallin gives students the
lowdown on where to sit
at the Florida Citrus
Bowl. The ·19th-ranked
Colonels of Eastern Kentucky are comming.
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·New ad campaign trying to .borrow football fans
home team," said Charles
Gesino, assistant director of ·
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
athletics.
Gesino said, "Our billboards
The Athletic Department have been an incredibly feahas adopted a new advertising sible source of advertising over
campaign directed toward at- the last three years."
tracting support from aJ1,1mni
He said the billboards were
of other schools.
donated by UCF booster Ed
Billboards throughout Or- Herington.
ange and Seminole county
"Since we only have to pay
have traditionally publicized for the cost of the paper itself, .
UCF athletic events. In a new the cost is minimal to the
advertising strategy, sticker- amount of exposure we get..We
like additions have been estimate that we have received
placed along the rim of the over $100,000 in advertising,"
boards with sayings such as: said Gesino.
"We love Notre Dame fans,"
He said he is encouraged by
and "We love Ohio State."
the interest the promotional
"We are hoping to influence program has received. ·
those Central Florida resi- · Gesino said, "Our goal is to
dents who have moved here generate more interest for the
from other areas. We realize university-to buy season
that their first allegiance will tickets, to become Boosters.
be with the school they gradu- This is their home community.
Don Wittekind/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
ated from, but UCF would like We want them to consider us ·we• Notre Dame Fans· is just one of the many clever sayings that appear on the new UCF
them to consider us as their their home team."
?illboards. The billboards ore used to attract alumni from other colleges.
by Tracy Enlow

THEATER

want to give the money to such a small group of
people. We now have about 40 theater majors, but
FROM PAGE 1
many students who help in production."
"If people would just stop to think, the football
He said that in 1985, for.example, the University team is a small group, but they benefit the whole
of Flotjda had roughly 38,000 students and gave jts school. I see the Theater Department doing the same
theater department approximately $100,000 or thing," said director Smith.
$2.63 from each student that attends'the university.
Reid is not sure that lack of members is the reason
However, UCF only advanced its thespians for the theater not receiving funding, though.
$5,000-about .31 cents from each ofrouglhy16,000. ·
Reid said the whole problem is simple one.
"If you deal with allocating money anywhere, you
"If you think of what a high quality series of
productions can mean to a major university, then it have department X begging for money and saying it
becomes something of value. All the major universi- cannot function on less, but I also have departments
ties have active theater departments, even Massa- A, B and C doing the same thing," Reid said.
.
chusetts Institute of Technology, who we once as"I get people every week requesting funding, but I
pired to be. Technical schools even see the benefits of need to be informed by memorandum. Whatever past
cultural events on their campus," said the theater presidents did has nothing to do with me, this is a new
department's Smith.
y·e ar and I'm a new student president."
He said, "Student Government gave me the imSmith was understanding, but he had also had
pression that they no longer w·a nted to fund us, and several requests and ultimatums.
some [of their representatives] said that they didn't
He said, "If they (SG) can move fast enough and

N

-

li

• H.A.S.A. OFFICERS
The Hispanic American ·
Student Association has announced its new officers for
1987-'88: Dayren de Pedro,
president; Ana Sales, vice
president; Viviana Prieto,
treasurer; Laura Zayas,· secretary.
De Pedro encouraged stu. dent participation and expressed her sincere desire to
continue the organization's
success.
Students interested in participating with the program or
giving suggesp.ons are asked
to contact Dayren de Pedro at
679-7336.

and their areas are: Dr. Mike
Hynes, computer science (K12); Dr. Janes Xander, economics; Dr. Art Olson, geography; Dr. Nancy McGee, history; Dr. Henry Kennedy, political science; Dr. David Hernandez, social sciences (9-12);
and Dr. Delorys Blume, social
sciences (6-9).
The $649,000 DOE grant to
UCF for the teacher competency tests project is the largest ever awarded to UCF's
College of Education.

• MINORITY PROGRAM
' A reception will be held
Sept. 20 at 4 p.m. in the College
of Education, Room 125 to
launch the Program for Reten• TEACHER CERTIFICATION
Next year, thousands of tion of Minorities in Educanew classroom teachers across tion.
The program is designed to
Florida will be tested for competency in one or more of 50 develop ways and to impleskill areas to earn certification ment plans to reduce the gap
by the State -Department of between the enrollment rate
and · the graduation rate of
Education.
Meanwhile, five teams like minority students.
The reception is being held
one at UCF are working to
develop and prepare material to familiarize students with
forinitial testingnextOctober. some of the services available
Dr. Mike Hynes and Dr. to them at the university as
Charles Dziuban, both profes- well as introduce them to repsors in the College of Educa- resentatives from the offices
tion, are assisted by six UCF that provide these services.
faculty project managers.
All minority students are
Faculty program members encouraged to attend.

For more information, call
Tracye E. Hill or Dr. Hugh
Martin at 275-2048.
• MEALS ON WHEELS
A new Home Improvement
Project for senior citizens has
been started by Meals on
Wheels and M.O.R.E. This
service is avaiiable to any resident of Orange County who is
60 years-old or over and owns
his/her own home.
Seniors in need ofrepairs to
improve the security, safety,
sanitation, or economy of their
homes now have a place to call.
The Home Improvement
Project is staffed with skilled
professionals who ·complete
their work at no cost to the
senior citizens.
Contributions are encouraged to cover the cost of materials.
Those interested in volunteering or in need of home
repairs may call Chuck at 4257873.
• DIGITAL MUSIC SYNTHESIS
The increasing use of synthesized music and computers
by performing artists, particularly in commercials on radio
and TV, will be recognized
next spring when UCF offers
its first course in digital music

give us a decent allocation I'll be happy. If they give
us $5,000 or work out some form of support, students
can get into our productions free again."
He added, "But I won't accept $3,500 again, because this is 11ot enough tickets for all students who
attend plays for the year. It wouldn't be worth it."
In the pastSGfunded the theater by buyingtickets
and giving them free to students. In 1985, SG bought
$5,000 worth of ti"ckets, but the amount has declined
each year since then.
"In 1986, they.purchased $3,500 worth of tickets,
which wasn't enough for all the students ... and this ,
year we received nothing," said Smith.
Reid said he is willing to talk about the situation
with Smith.
"We are not ogres over here, hoarding money from
activities and we are ready to work with people," Reid
said. "I have $1.18 million in the budget, but many
wanting a part ofit. I have to investigate their needs,
·
not just take their word for it."
"I'm sure we can work this out."

synthesis.
A related activity is a series
of seminars and workshops on
how computers are changing
the world of music, to be held
Oct. 2-4 in conjunction with
Electronics and Computer
EXPO '87, and jointly sponsored by the UCF Music Department and National Dis- ·
count Music Center, Orlando.
For more information on the
October EXPO program or the
upcoming digital music course
at UCF, call 275-2869.

ate program can look forward
to even wider recognition in a
rapidly growing profession. A
shortage of qualified professionals has.created a job mar. ket in which graduates are
able to pick and choose.

• UCF GRADS IN .FRANCE
Those long hours with
nouns and verbs are 'paying off
for two recent UCF graduates
who will spend this school year
teaching in French high
schools.
For Kerry · Gilrane and
• PROGRAM ACCREDITED
Cathy Rickelman, both 23, the
In a move that has been - adventure will begin in late
described as "joining the big ,September, when they begin
leagues," the graduate degree theirassignmentsasexchange ·
program in communicative teachers in Versailles and
disorders at UCF has received Strasbourg.
national accreditation in
From then until next May,
speech-language pathology the two will be splitting their
and audiology.
time between their respective
The action by the Educa- high school chores and gradutional Standards Board of the ate college courses.
American Speech-LanguageHearing Association is of parIn return, France has sent
ticular significance to a pro- Franck Pochic, 26, to teach two
gram that has served the 9en- elementary Frerich language
tral Florida community for and civilization courses at
more then an decade with aca- UCF during the same period.
demic and clinical know-how.
The switch marks the first
Accreditation is frosting on
the cake for faculty and stu- time UCF has been involved in
dents in the department. The an exchange of language
30 students now- in the gradu- teachers.
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GOP: presidential hopefuls gather in Orlando
by Joyce Herald
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Candidates for the Republican presidential nomination spoke at the Orlando Convention Center to an
audience filled with members ofthe National Federation of Republican Women.
The National Federation of Republican Women is
the largest women's political organization in the
country with 140,000 members nationwide.
Delegates, alternates, and guests from across the
country converged at the convention center sporting
banners and buttons, wearing straw hats and waving
miniature flags.
They had come to hear their candidates speak, and
they proudly clapped, cheered and marched to the
beat of the band that added to the pomp of the
convention.
Vice president George Bush, who plans to declare
his candidacy in October, was the first candidate to
speak at the convention and the most popular with
the group.
Also on hand to cheer on the vice president ~ere
two groups from UCF. Boosters from Zeta Tau Alpha
sorority and Phi Delta Theta fraternity came prepared with placards to support Bush.
Marcel Aribert, vice president of Electric Engineering Company, waited outside the convention
doors hoping to catch a glimpse or b~tter yet a picture
of Bush.
Aribert's firm was a corporate sponsor of the
NFRW's convention, and he proudly wears a Bush
campaign button.
"I'd like very much for the next president to be a
Republican and I think the best man to / succeed
Ronald Reagan is George Bush," he said.
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ever had."
FROM PAGE 1
And the debates will continue.
"I think the situation is still salvageable," Colbourn said, "but I seem to be
Betty Castor threw her support behind a minority opinion. Most people I talk
the service tax, saying, "We are talking to just shake their heads and say it
.... '
. .. : .
. .'. . ·... _:..
~ .
. . : . . ·. .
. . ·.
. .
'
. .
:
about
the
best
source
of
revenue
we've
doesn't
look
good."
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Don't lake Your Organs To Heaven
Heaven Knovvs We Need Them Here.

~
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Uni~ed P~rcel ~ervice

Part-Time Pos1t1ons Available
United . Parcel Service will be
accepting applications for ·
part-time loaders and unloaders.
excellent pay · $8.00 an hour..

Please sign up fOr an interview
appointment in the Career Resource
Center: ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunity _e mployer.
Work ·Shi'fts begin. at·4:30 a.m., 5:30 p.m.
or _11 :00 p.m., Monday-through Friday
workweek. 3 to 5 .hours .per .-d Qy.
..

,.!·.·!-·.-.: .·. . .
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DEAD DAY
FROM PAGE 1

•
•

_ Saturday, September 26th
Best Tan Of The Summer Contest
1st Prize: Weekend for 2 at Daytona
2nd ~rize: rannmg Sessions at Tan Ya Can

758 S. Goldenrod Rd. • 281-7787
IF YOU CARE WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE.

classes would be cancelled the
Friday before final exam week,
· if the plan is confirmed.
According to Reid, the plan
is a way to buffer some time.
He said students are generally
overloaded by exams the last
week of classes and then confronted with comprehensive
finals.
The establishment of a
Dead :pay, however, will create a three-day buffer.
Reid said he initially sponsored the idea of a "Dead

Week," which would have restricted teachers from giving
exams during the last week of
classes.
"The problem is we can't
have a complete Dead Week
because of a state statute and
time restrictions," Reid said.
Micarelli explained that a
state law requires 220 days of
classroom instruction including examinations. After weekends and holidays are deducted from the year only 222
are available.
"There are good grounds for
a Dead Day," Micarelli said,
and added, "I wish we were not
constrained to 222."
Reid contacted three other

. universities and discovered
the concept of a Dead Day already operating at the University of South Florida.
Reid also.said the Dead Day
proposal will work in conjunction with a current UCF regulation that sta~s no comprehensiye .exams can be given
during the last week ofclasses:
"The combination of the
rule and Dead Day is a good
one," Reid said.
He commented on the affects of a Dead Day:
· "It's like anything, it will
work for you ifyou use it wisely
or work against you if you
don't."

See Jane
own term

See Jane let us
type her term paper.

That little "extra" may be all that stands between you and
an "A." Executive Services can give you that "extra." Let
us help you turn in the bestpaperyoucan. Weofferword
processing, a ~aser printer (like the kind that printed this
ad), computer graphics, a scanner and Desktop Publishing. With Desktop Publishing you can combine text,
scanned pictures and graphics all on one page if you want.
_ ______, We also have a Harris/3M copy machine with color (red
&: blue) capabilities. We are located in the Holiday Inn
S~RVIC ES
right across from UCF. Stop by and let us show you what
Busmess C enter
we can do for you!

HOLIDAY INN • UCF area
12125 lligh T~dl Ave.

32?iia;'~~~cu

20°/o OFF WITH STUDENT
OR FACULTY l.D.

.

.

WoUld you gamble an arm
and a leg for half a semester's tuition?
An arm or leg injur y requiring hospitalization could mean well over
$1,000 in unexpected costs if you're without health insurance. UCF
Student Health Service provides no hospitalization or emergency
room benefits, and many parent plans discontinue coverage for
dependents at age 21.
But for less than one half of one semester's tuftiori- $22.92 per month
- a single student can obtain group coverage worldwide from UCF
for up to $25,000 per illness or injury.
Protect yourself from unexpected losses that could cripple your
college career.Don't gamble an arm and leg on your education.

Compare
Coverage
'

Optional
UCF Health
Insurance .

UCF
Health
Service

Your
Plan

Outpatient

(..J)

(..J)

( )

Hospitilization

(..J)

( )

( ) .

Emergency
Coverage

(..J) '

( )

. ( )

Dependent
Coverage

(..J),

( )

( )

CALL: (800) 282-5635
or (813) 821-7899

•
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Scuba club goes off deep end
by Paula Rodriguez
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

The UCF Scuba Club had its
first diving ·adventure of the
semester Sunday at Hospital
Hole.
A caravan of club members
left UCF at 8 a.m. for the
spring near Weeltj Wachee.
Around one bend in the river,
the water level suddenly drops
from five feet to 150 feet.
Rod· Cole, president of the
club, said the club members
divided into groups of three
and planned their depth and
bottom times according to
their respective skills.
"One hundred and ten feet
underwater, just below a
thick, cloud-like lather of
hydrogen sulfide it gets ex-

tremely dark," Cole said. dale.
"Stuff happens when you dive,
Cole said the dive can be
and at a hundred· feet down dangerous because of. the
· you have to have the right depth and strong currents, but
training, equipment, and a members prepare by warming
buddy system worked out."
up with several deepwater
The Scuba Club stresses dives.
safety and each member is &
"It's neat floating down
hallways instead of walking,"
certified diver.
The club, with about 20 ac- Cole said. "It's something you
tive members, was reorgan- can't appreciate until you exized in 1986 in an effort to perience it."
The Scuba Club also- plans
unite divers in the UCF community for safe, exciting, and an annual Key West dive trip
. over spring break.
economical dive trips.
New members are inLast term the Scuba Club
went to Hospital Hole, Troy vited to join the club for a $5
Springs, Orange (Jrove and yearly membership fee. SnorPeacock ·springs, Mercedes, kelers are also welcome.
The Scuba Club meets twice
and Looe Key.
According to Cole, the most a month. The next meeting
exciting dive is the Mereedes, a will be Oct. 8, location and time
198-foot sunken freighter one to be posted on campus next
mile offthe coast of Ft. Lauder- week.

DOD solves finOnce trouble, starts house
commuters. We feel that the situation has
changed, and a sorority house would be a defiCENTRAL fLORIDA FUTURE
nite asset to Tri-Delta. Some members have
already expressed an interest," Hess said.
Construction on the Delta Delta Delta sororThe building will house up to 22 women, and
ity house began last Thursday, following years will include a living room, dining room and
of financial delays and bureaucratic setbacks. library. A chaplain and a pledge trainer will live
Karen Hess, who has been house manager of there, in addition to the sorority president.
the project since February, explained that the There will also be room for a house mother.
Non-residents will be able to study, and utilidea for a house originated over seven years
ago, but has faced constant delays.
ize other facilities of the house for a monthly fee
"First we had trouble getting our loan ap- that will be added to regular sorority dues.
proved, then we had problems with fire
"UCF's Greek system is so new. It has been
marshall policies," Hess said.
hard to get organized. We feel a sorority house
She said the group finally received approval will accomplish this. Every sorority's wish is to
over the summer.
have a house. It helps to bring a sorority to"In the past, there wasn't much of a need for gether," Hess said. She said the house should be
a sorority house. UCF is mainly comprised of completed and furnished by January 1988.

Staff Report
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Detoaeh's
MEAT MART - UNION PARK
Quality Meats For Every Budget
Let us help you with your parties and picnics
Deli Items • Salad Items • Produce
We offer Special Cuts in smali and large packages
Store Hours: Mon.- Fri. 9-7 PM· Sat. 9-6 PM• Sun. 11-5 PM

275-9692
ToWER PLACE SHOPPING CENTER

1112milewest of Alafaya Trail 10376 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32817

....

What If I Don't Qualify
For A Scholarship?

To Begin With,
you could be eligible to earn a
. two-year Air Force ROI'C
acholarshlp and a commission aa a
second lieutenant In the United
Statm Air Force

Not everyone qualifies for a
acholarshlp. lf you don't, you can
still compet.e for the Two-Year
Program and receive $100 per
month while enrolled.

How?
You must have two full yeani of
undergraduat.e classes rema1nlng Ill!
of August 1988.

When Do I Apply?
NOW! - for entry In August 1988.
We are currently aceldng young
men and women majoring In
non-technical, scientific,
t.echnlca.1, cnginecrlng, nursing or
pre -medical fields, or those who
qualify for pilot. navigator or
mtsslle tmlJ:llng. You must call
(305) 275-2264 for an
appointment to take the Air Force
Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQ'I1.

When Will The Actual
Selections Be Made?
All categorles will meet a
selection board this filll and
wtnt.er.

If I Don't Apply Now,

W'ill I Have A Chance
Later?

It takes 8-10 months to process the
application, ao If you ml88 ttie
application pertod, It meana you will
have to watt another full year to apply.

What If rm Not Sure Of
My Particular Situation,
But Am Interested?

Contact Captain Willis at (305)
275-2264, or stop by our offices at the
University of Central F1.or1da Fine Arts
Building. Room 214 for more details - without obligation.

~----Al-~~· :>
LEADERSHIP EXCELLENCE STARTS HERE

'

STUDENT GOVERNMENT
CANDIDATE WORKDAY
•

SENATE

SEPTEMBER

ELECTIONS

29th & 30th

•

•

TODAY ON THE GREEN 12-3
·CANDIDATES: Come out and help pairit signs for elections!
STUDENTS: Meet your ft1ture senators and witness them at work!
~1.~l·~~
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.
~

~

~
.
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Students Serving Students
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Student.Government
•

Wants Y 0 U to .catch the .
·. .Fighting · Knights in action
-. -against Eastern Kentucky . ·
. 7:00 this ·Saturday night
.

.

\

,

.

.

.

~

· • Pick up your SEASON PASS at the Student .
Government Kiosk. .
• FREE BUS RIDES TO AND FROM GAMES
Notice: Bus leaves at 5:00 this week for the
· Pre-Game BBQ ... FREE! !

..

-

0 UCF
. .

··

.

Any Questions? Call: 275-2191 • Students Serving Students ·

se·rVice sector should
, still pay fOr Florida's
growth.lik.e others
Gov. Bob Martinez has come out with a new proposal for repealing the sales tax on services that
would ~ase the financial burden on education for at
least a year.
The new proposal entails moving the tax's termination date from Nov. 1, 1987 to Jan. 1, 1988. This
would allow the~ to bring in quite a bit ofthe money
it was intended to. Also, Martinez said he plans to
make up the diff~rence from his 'rainy day' fund.
While the governor would like this plan to solµld
like the solution to the state's problems, it will likely
be as effective as giving a Band-Aid to a hemophiliac.
Florida is one of the lowest taxed states in the
nation. On the other hand, it is also one of the fastest
growing.
If this state is going to be able to provide the level
of education and the standard ofliving that it ought
to, a new tax is needed.
The best solution is not to add to the sales tax. By
being an evenly distributed tax, the sales tax actually comes out as being weighted against the poor.
Simply put, if you are a millionaire in Florida, you
pay a 5 percent sales tax. Ifyou make $10 a week, you
pay the same. Your ability to pay is not taken into
account by the regular sales tax.
The sales tax on services, howeyer, taxes groups
that are not currently being taxed. Also, because
Florida is a service-oriented state, the revenue from
the tax should grow as the state grows.
And then there is the issue of fairness. Why
shouldn't services be taxed? What makes them different?
Nothing. There is absolutely no reason.that they
should not be taxed.
So why is all of this going on? Most likely because
advertising is big business. It is reaching out .to
protect its interests and it has been able to apply a
great deal of pressure on the governor.
There are no strong special-interest groups to
defend the regular sales tax, so it is much easier tQ
raise it.
Remember the recent raise in tuition? It was
aimed primarily at incoming freshmen. One reason
behind that was that incoming freshmen have no
group strength.
Juniors and seniors. might have complained if
their tuition had been raised, so it wasn't. The loud
mouths were left alone.
The situation is the same with the sale!; true on
services. Big business can obviously be very loud, and
it seems it has finally broken the governor.
The sales tax on services is not a bad tax. In fact,
it was quite honestly a pretty brave move on the
go".'ernor's part. He did what he had to for th~ state.
The governor did what was best. but that did not
make it popular. Popularity will ·only come with
results, and it seems we're out to kill this tax before
it ever has a chance to prove itself.
·
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THE PROBLEM OF MINES IN THE
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Who has the rights here anyway?
OOPS ... Remember back at ·survey time, when I
picked on Educational Services fo~ being rude, rude,
rude. Well, I was wrong, wrong, wrong, because it
wasn't Educational Services, it was Educational
Foundations, which, although offering classes,
doesn't have any majors, which, considering who
works there, is understandable.
My apologies to Educational SerVices.
Think tank. .. On to our thought-provokil}g question of the day. You've seen this situation happen a
thousand times. You're in class, the teacher has been
droning on for 15 minutes, and someone walks in late.
The teacher, upset that the student has interrupted
his/her class, may make a public spectacle of the
student in front of his/her peers.
The question is, who has the rights here? From the
teacher's standpoint, the student is interrupting the
class, and therefore interfering with the job of teaching. That isn't right.
On the other hand, the student has paid money for
a position in that class, and therefore has the right to
occupy the bought position in the class at whatever
time is suitable to the student.
I want to hear some feedback on this from both
faculty and students. Send some letters, defend a
position, abuse those typewriter ribbons and dotmatrix printers.
In a future "Future World," I'll publish the results
from our profound thinkers.
The NCAA.•.After reading the story about UCF
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volleyball player Alina Alvarez being declared ineli- · L.
gible by the NCAA, I had to laugh.Not at Alina, mind
you, because I think, more than likely, she was
robbed of her eligibility.
. 'No, rather I laughed at the inconsistency of the
NCAA. Not only do they continually ignore good UCF
soccer teams during tournament time, but they have
different standards all over the country.
They give Southern Methodist the death penalty,
which was about the only thing they've done right in
the past few years. On the other hand, after a large
newspaper investigation uncovered some graft and
corruption (clearly an NCAA violation) at the U niversity of Kentucky a few years back, the NCAA could
~
find virtually nothing. However, during the same
time, when Steve Alford was c·aught _posing in a
sorority calendar at lndiana(also an NCAA violation), even though he did it on a non-profit basis, he
•
found himself suspended for a game.
I hope new NCAA executive director Dick Schultz
brings some consistency to the job when he takes over
•
on Oct. 1. It's sorely needed.

-dents have the opportunity to at- in budget requests for the athletic
tend one class meeting before they program is another in a · regular
are "stuck" with a class that they list of moves that shows the prioriwould prefer to drop.
ties of the UCF Administration.
I would be willing to pay area- Unfortunately, athletics come
sonable per course user fee when before education. .This budget
using drop/add if the time limit move goes right along with the one
was extended to allow all students that will bring UCF a track and a
to attend at least one class meet- 20,000 seat stadium. After all,
ing.
.·ucF doesn't even have a track
I have attended a university program. Could it be that Trevor
that uses a longer drop/add period plans to put a football field in the
and charges ·a fee for the service. middle of the track? He should be
There were few student com- so devious 1n obtaining classroom
plaints about the fee and the sys- and office buildings.
tem seemed to work well for everyone concerned.
Name withheld by request
Kittjr Breed
Social Science Education

Editor:
Dr. Rungeling's letter in the
Sept. 8 issue brought up some of
the problems .involving the drop/
add issue from the viewpoint-of the
faculty. However, from the
student's viewpoint, the drop/add
period curr~ntly in use is too short.
_This term the drop/add period
lasted three days. Students attending MIWIF classes had the
opportunity to attend two class
meetings and therefore could decide to drop if the class in question
was unsatisfactory for any reason.
However, students_ in sections
meeting once a week on Thursdays
were denied the opportunity to
drop unless they were willing to • COLBOURN IS DEVIOUS
withdraw and lose the money they
Editor:
had invested in the class.
The recent revelation that the
I would like to see the drop/add
period extended so that all stu- administration has over $400,000

LetterJ to the Editor must be
typed and include the author's sigriature, major and phone number.
Letters are subject to editing and
become the copyrighted property of
the newspaper.
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DRINKING & DRIVING•. .AN ALTERNATIVE

SAFE RIDE · HOME WEEK
MONDAY

11:00 a.m.

Sept. 28

WEDNESDAY 11 :00 a.m.
Sept. 30

WED. NIGHT

8:00 p.m.

SATURDAY

9:00 a.m.

Oct.·3

The Safe Ride Home (SRH) program encourages students to
make the adult decision not to drink and drive by providing an
alternative way home through the SRH card. The program is
sponsored by Yellow Cab Company, a division of Mears Transportation Group. Students at UCF may purchase a SRH card
for $5.00 The card, valid from September to Septmeber, lists
the student's home address, the phone number of Yellow Cab,
and a message to cab drivers explaining the system.

SC Green__Safe Ride Hor-re Kickoff
Announcement... FREE
"a Sante" & "Saratoga"
Mineral Water ... FREE
Texas Light...FREE Domino's Pizza
SC Green__"Kier" comedian ... FREE
Pepsi Cola ... SRH Card
Sales
Wild Pizza__ Y-106 "Choices" Party...
Mocktails ... Prizes &
Dance Contest
Lake Claire__ SWAT 2nd Annual
- Biathlon ...2 Mi. run, 8
mi. bike, 2 mi. run ... BBQ
Lunch ... Endless Prizes ...
GRAND PRIZE: Bahama
4 Day Cruise!!

for more details on SAFE RIDE HOME WEEK

Co~tdct B.A.C.C.H.U.S. at281-5841

.·,

'
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Dena Gamma
The sisters of Delta Gamma·welcome our
new members - Agnes, Rayann, Tabatha, t>lieredlth, Annie, Lynda. Gigi,
MaryJo. Anica. Kelly. Bonnie. Maya. Jennifer M.. Wendi, Dawn. Shella. Antle.
Melissa, Shelly. Karen s.. Beth, Heather•.
Karin, Sondra. Vicky. Debbie. Lisa. Char.
Jennifer W .• and Karen WI. Meet them all
at Anchor Splash I
$1gma Phi Epsilon
Anchor Splash Sot. 10 a.m.-1 p.m. at the
UCF Pooll Pr~ame party at House 3:00
p.m.I PARlY BUSES leave House at 5:30
p.m.I Purchase Tickets Early! GO UCF
KNIGHTS! Brother's meeting Sun 7:00 p.m.
Alpha Tau Omega
GO K~IGHTSI Party after game Sot nlte at
TKE house.
Football today at 5 p.m.

Attention Democrats:
Important meeting of UCF College Democrats wlll be held Monday. 9/28. 7 p.m. In
SC 217. Everyone welcome: Free refreshmehtsl Call Jenifer at 275-4414 or Helen at
275-4395 for more Information.

11111mt111111•1111t 1t1111t1ra11

UCF Role-Playing Club

Forrent.nearUCF.SussexPlace3bdrms.2
baths, $570 per month+ $300 deposit call
Mlke 260-8618.

· A1RLINES NOW HIRING. Flight Attendants.
Travel Agents. Mechanics. CustomerServIce. Listings. Salaries to SSOK. Entry level

Duplex for rent: 2bd 2ba, washer/dryer.
drapes $430/mo. plus deposit. Call 293-

positions. Call l-805-687-<>000 Ext. A-4628.

We meet on Fridays at 6 p.m .. Rm #104
Phillips Hall. This week we are starting
something new. an open gaming night;
featuring one night adventures. board.
and strategy games.
Everyone Is Invited to KNIGHTUFE an evrr
nlng of Christian recreation. fun and
friends. KNIGHTUFE Is held Thursday evenings at.6:30 p.m. Jn the SOL across from
the mailboxes. A BCM actMty "because
we care about U. •

AA. Meetings
Al-Anon meetings
Held Weekly. For Info
Call Kara or Terri at 281-5841

Kappa Sigma
OK Guys. Let's all get excited!
This Is the year Kappa Sigma Is going to win
Anchor Splash!
Kappa Sigma. we party
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Social with Pl Phis. Friday Sept. 25. 9:00. lk
Clarie ...Anchor splash Is Saturday. Sept.
26atpool .. . CarwashwlllbeSundaySept.
27 ... See Mark A. for details ... UCF# 111!

llfilllll,!i
Black Student Union
BSU elections Sept 17 & 18. Interested In
running pick up packet at BSU SC Room
225 watch for dates of candidate forms
for more Info stop by or call the BSU @
x2450 or x2821.
Alpha Epsilon Rho
Attention an J<TV. film. journalism, and
communication majors. gain experience
by joining the national broadcasting society meetings Tuesdays 5:00 learning re·
sources lecture room.
lntervarslly Christian Fellowshlp
CONCERT OF PRAYER - Come and join us
as we change our world through prayer!
Saturday. Sept. 26 from 2-4p.m. In the SOL.
For more Info call Dan at 282-2600 or 273-

2058.

Room for rent. S150.00 monthly plus utllltles. Call 8 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. 365-5796.
Avallable.beauttful 1 &2bedroomapartments at Forest Highlands Apts call 2825657 for Information.

Newly married incoming MBA student
seeks affordable housing by Oct. 12 CALL:
(MD) 301-944:2279 after 8:00 p.m.

llllltiilllt1l
Government Homes from Sl .00 ·u Repolr·. Also tax delinquent property call
805-644-9533 Ext. 160 for Info.

JOBE WATER SKIS JOBE WATER SKIS!ll
Non-smoking dog owner seeks same to
Many many different kinds. Very unbeshare my 3bdrm 2bath home In Wlnter
llevably cheap. Most new. never used.
Springs $275. references 695:8775 leave · Call Soon togetverygooddeal. Call John
at 658-4652.
message.
Female rmmt. executive home Includes
furn. bedrm. laundry tv. kitchen' family
room. $230.00 mth 679~222.
Responsible male wanted to share 2
bedroom. 2 bath townhouse In Fox Hunt
lanes. Own bedroom •. own bath. $170 a
month plus utllitles. Ca!l 249-0530 after 5:00
p.m. weekdays.
Male to share nice 3bdrm 2bath .home 5
ml from UCF. Fully furnished, all appliances. HBO. phone, etc. S.200/mo + 1/3
util call 678-1033.
Female roommate wanted Chancellors
Row 1 ml UCF Private Bdrm + Bath fully
furnished pool tennis ver microwave
washer +dryer 250 month Maryalice 6580706.
Roommate wanted
Nice house on Park Ave Wlnter Park $250
+ utilities furniture welcome call Murat at
647-3112 or x521 l.
Male or female to share 3bdrm ·2bath
home 580 per wk Includes all utllltles·fully
furnished available Immediately call 6953321 or 323-2780 ext. 404

Yamaha RX-11 Digital rhythm box $500.00.
Ping-pong table. net. paddles + balls
S125.00, Indian Stalker compound bow +
arrows $70.00. Call eves 277-3835. Make
an offer.
BROTHER Electronic Typewriter. self correcting. $85, 273-5565.
Oviedo 5.76 Acres for sale off Lockwood
Rd excellent buy. By Little Scon Golf and
Country 39900 Ed 295-9007 cash.
BLUE CHIP PC by Hyundai w/512K. parser
ports. l FD. Herc. compatible video.
MS-DOS & GW-BASIC ......................... $599
Green Monitor ......................~ ............. Sl 19
Zuckerboard Modems ....................... $129
Logltech Cl+ Mouse ......................... Sl 15
Sullivan's Computers & Electronics 6586
- University Blvd. Suite 4. 679-0>42. 11-7 p.m.
VISA/MASTERCARD.
1981 Pontiac 4dr. Lemans very good
cond. V6goodongasPSPBalrautotrans.
$2,100 or take over payment. Call 2770957 eve 330 till 900.
Flat Spider '82 convertible-5sp. air.
leather. alloy wheels, new Plrellis. SOK miles
-$5.200 -eves 898-0959

FAST TYPING SERVICE
Welcome back Knlgh1sl A. Able Typing Is
introducing a frequent service program.
Save 20% by letting us do all your typing.
Join now and save. Call about details.
Quick professional service. UCF's oldest
typing service. Free revisions. Same day
and weekend services. Visa & Master
Card. Over 16.700 satisfied students and 4
grouches .- 671-3002.
PROFESSIONAL lYPING
•One mile from UCF Campus•

Part time rental agent needed for small
apt. community. Please apply at 5951
Curry Ford Rd. #101

Pool home Wlnter Springs 4br 1.5 bath ·
landscpd. patio. cfans. car lot, fmlyrm
owner highly mtvd, low 60's 327-1049.

ATO wishes all creeks OQOd luck In the ~r
Anchor Splash Saturddyl
Zeta Tau Alpha
Pledges - Have you flgtJred out who your
big sisters ~ yet? You 'll find out this Saturday! Don'tforget the I1KA Southern Gents
ban this Friday. Good luck Cori!!

Have 15mlnutesbeforeyour9:30TRclass?
A handicapped student needs some help
before class and wlll pay 5 bucks/hour.
Other times too. CaU Frits after 4 p.m. at
628-5932.

1908.

•

All types of student documents. Same day
seNlce available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Earn up to $8.CXJ per hour while working In
you spare time from home Involves tel&
marketing and some light paper-work call
679-2714 ask for Kevin.

Resumes and cover letters
Designed/ Revised /Typed- 657-0079

Interested In sales? We've got a part-time
employment opportunity for you. We will
work around your school schedule call
Mike at 678-7773.

Typing/word processing: Grad quality
work, editing. technical. 366-0538.

lilrllltlllitl

Student Dbcount
Documents of any kind
DATA ENlRY EXCELLENCE
740-0227
Wlnter Park - immed. off 1-4

AsoRTION SERVICES. birth control Information, pregnancy tests and counselling.
VD screening, low cost, confidential services and general anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization

TYPING. fast. accurate. reasonable. Close
to campus . Call Berny 282-4168.

Professional Word Processing

*

*

'The Nita Owl Secretary: Letters, term
papers. etc. free pick-up + delivery 24 hr.
Service 679-0690.

STUDENT LOANS to $7500. No Credit. Insured Plan. Orlando 273-3263.
Financial aid for college Is available. RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800-USA-1221
ext0627.
RESEARCH PAPERS. 15.278 Avallablel
Catalog $2.00. Research. 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll free (800)
351-0222. Ex. 33. VISA/MC or COD

ABORTION SERVICES

i11111\,iltlit1
Found: l /2 grown brown puppy on Rouse
Rd. Sunday (9/13/87) call 647-4890.

•

Free to good home: found 10 month old
small black female lab. Has shots. tags &
dewormed. House broken and loving disposition. 275-2455 (9-5) or 365-7156
(home)

..

Get Help before too late. from an expert In
physics. calculus, algebra. trig. "Intro l /2
hr. no cost" 293-6664.

..

LocalorlVSedation. EarlyPregnancylest.
Morning-after treatment. Confidential •
Private. woman-owned: A special approach to health care.
Birth Control Center 422-0606
1030 Herman Avenue, Orlando
Need Money? Interested In Health? We
have a program foryourWealfti &Health!
Call toll free 1-800-255-5110 ext 264-or for
details In print send $1 .00 to: M. Miller P.O.
Box 7005: Ocala 32672.

Tutoring available for all classes over 10 yrs
experience all 645-1858.

Read the Classifieds at the
Air-· Supply concerti
Maybe you'll be entertained!
For informati9n on how to ploce a classified a~,
call Mike at The Central Florida Future . .2.75-2601.

PIGHT CELLULITE
EFFECTIVELY
WITH .

lnfroS/im
TAN-FASTIQUE introduces
Deep Heat therapy for the treatment of cellulite and body contouring. Call today for Y<_?U! free
consultation.
"' ·

50% OFF
FIRST TREA1,l.fENT
Call fo~ appointment • offer expires 10/15/87

TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK
Tan T'he WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
·

Where The Sun Always Shines!

•

...

·-----------·
5 Visits fo.r
1

:
i

1

$24.95

:

10% Discount with U.C.F. l.D.I

I Coupon expires Oct. 15, 1987 I

·-----------·
(·••)I Y/8A" 1•

•

TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON

-TOWER PLACE • M-F: 8:30-9 P.M. • ~AT: 9-5 P.M.
10376 E. Colonial Dr. • 282-6042

-·
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.Men's soccer topples 2nd-ranked team
• by Scott Broden
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

The men's soccer team improved its
record to 2-3 Monday with a 4-1 win
over second-ranked Davis and Elkins.
The Knights took a 1-0 lead within
• the first minute of play when junior
midfielder Ian Gill took a pass from
freshman Chris Rognaldsen, dribbled
• by a fullback and and scored.
"I got the ball at midfield from a head
ball," Gill said, "did a wall pass with
Chris Rognaldsen and then beat a full-

$

•

back, took the ball around the goalkeeper to score."
UCF built a 2-0 lead when senior
forward Mark Lamb headed the ball
into the goal on a pass from Ryan
Battle, a freshman forward, 15 minutes into the game.
The game became physical after
that.
"It got rugged and ragged," coach
Jini · Rudy said. "There were some
heavy hits going on."
Elkins' Sam Muguleta was ejected
from the game because of one of his
hits. "They got tougher after they lost
their player," Rudy said.

Elkins made a game of it when
Andrew Drurnn scored on a header after
picking up a pass from Paul Grimes.
The half ended with UCF up 2-1.
"Our super rookie, Brett Stoner,
basically put the game away three
minutes into the second half," Rudy
said. "He intercepted a pass about 40yards out, beat a fullback one-on-one,
which put him alone with the goalkeeper, and then he beat the goalkeeper. He scored in the right hand
corner."
Gill capped the scoring for the
Knights 57 minutes into the game
when he popped the ball over the

keeper's head.
"He dribbled down the center of the
field," Rudy said, "and then senior forward Paul Innerarity ran across the
field, too;k his defender with him to
open the way for Gill to drive."
The Knights out-shot Elkins 21-10
thanks of strong defensive play.
"Tommy Wurdack had a great game,"
Rudy said. "He could be one of the
better defenders in the nation. He
shook down Anders Lare son, a Division
II All-American. He held him to one
shot and took numerous elbows."

. Winning streak extends to five for volleyball team
by t'aul Owers
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The volleyball team extended. its winning streak to
• five games with a trio of victories against intrastate rivals
last week.
• The Lady Knights defeated
. Rollins (15-4, 15-11, 16-14),
Stetson (15-4, 15-7, 13-15, 415, 15-8), and Bethune-Cook• man (15-5, 15-5, 15-4) to im-

The next evening UCF traveled , to DeLand to face the
Lady Hatters of Stetson, with
UCF easily winriing the first
two games. However, due to
errors in strategy, the Lady
Knights let Stetson back in the
match before recovering to win
the fifth and final game.
"There were a combination
of errors, mostly mine, and the
momentum went the other
way, and we struggled to get it
back," said King.

prove their record to 9-3 overall, 4-0 in the New South
Women's Athletic Conference.
The victory over Rollins was
UCF's second victory in six
days against the Tars, and left
coach Lyn King more satisfied
with her team's performance
the second time around.
"We played so poorly the
week before, I didn't have to
say much," she said. "We really
have to take the game seriously because they do."

Monday against B-CC, UCF
overpowered the Lady Wildcats in three games. King was
quick to note, however, that BCC is in its first season of volleyball and it will take a few
years for its program to become established.
"They are just starting for
the first time, and they didn't
have the opportunity to do any
extensive recruiting, so they
are going to have a rough
year," she said.

Monday, the Lady Knights
traveled to Tampa to play
South Florida and avenge an
earlier loss. Because UCF
hasn't beaten the Lady Bulls
in four years, King brought
dummies dressed in USF colors to practice to get her team
ready for the match.
"We feel like we're almost
cursed by them," she said.
"We're trying to do everything
possible to eliminate the voodoo ofUSF."
food and drinks will be provided. The football, dance and
cheerleading teams will be
there.

Professor respected sport ·historian
by Chris Richcreek
(f

MANAGING EDfTOR

The academic world of sport history has an
established link with UCF through Dr. Richard
Crepeau.
Crepeau, a UCF history professor, .is the
current president of the North American Society for Sport History. The organization publishes .a quarterly magazine, the Journal of
Sport History, and also holds a yearly convention, attended by delegates from all over the
·world.
Crepeau is no stranger to the field of spo~t
history. His doctorate paper, which was completed at Florida State, was the basis for his
book, "Baseball-America's Diamond Mind."
Crepeau has also taught the class "Sports in
America" twice before at UCF. The class will be
•offered again next semester.
After serving for two years as presidentelect, Crepeau took over the position of president last May. His primary responsibilities
include running the organization and planning
the business agenda for the convention. He also
does some speaking on the area of sport history.
The society's top project is the journal. Cre-
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then we can shut them down,"
said strong safety Steve Web-
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• FOOTBALL PASS NEEDED
Many UCF students have
failed to pick up their season
football pass from the Kiosk.
All students are required to
present their pass at the gate
for entrance to the game. For
information call the Kiosk at
275-2060.
• UCF GOLF CLASSIC
The 1987 UCF Golf Classic
will be held Wednesday at
Metro West Country Club, located off Kirkman Road in
Orlando.
The 11th annual tournament, sponsored by the UCF
golf teams, will be a two-man
championship. Proceeds from
the event will benefit the
school's golf teams.

Registration will begin at 10
a.m. A shotgun start is scheduled for 1 p.m. A $150 per person entry fee includes greens
fees, cart, prizes, trophies, refreshments and lunch. For
more information call golf
coach Dale Wilson at 275-2256
or event chairman Dan Ruffier
at 645-1777.
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• DISC GOLF TOURNEY
Recreational Services will
hold its annual 18-hole disc
golf tournament Friday at the
disc golf course located near
the Education Building.
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• CROSS COUNTRY MEET
The UCF men's and
women's cross country teams
will face cross-town rival
Rollins College in a meet at
UCF today. The women's competition begins at 5:30 p.m.
and the men's at 6 p.m. The
meets will start at the golf
driving range.

•PEP RALLY FRIDAY
lnterhall Council will sponsor a pep rally for the football
team Friday night from 7 p.m.
to 10 p.m. The rally will take
place near the Commons. Free

h

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
UCFVS. Elon

Q:l

has said all year. Ifwe can stop
the long run and pass, th~n
we'll have fun with them. We
have to make them earn it. We
don't want to give up any cheapies."
·

ster, who intercepted a pass
against Elon.
"It's going to be a good test
for us," inside linebacker Mike
Coad sajd. "But it's just like
[assistant] coach [Perry] Moss

FOOTBALL

5~QRI~~

peau said, "It's a very successfuljournal, one of
the top small journals of American History."
The NASSH also holds a yearly convention
for its 400-plus members, 50 of whom are students. The three-day program includes presentation of various sport h istory papers. Crepeau
also stressed that the convention gives a chance
for members from the United States and Canada a chance to get together.
"Over 20 percent of our members are Canadians," Crepeau said. "Once every three years, we
try to meet in Canada."
Canadians aren't the only foreign members
of the society Crepeau said, "Sport history is a
booming discipline in Japan and Australia." He
added that there is at least one member of the
NASSH in every continent.
Another function of the society has been a
writing competition among graduate students
for the best essay in sport history. The winner
receives an all-expense paid trip to the next
NASSH convention, as well as presentation of
the paper at the convention. The paper could
also be published in the journal.
"In another year or so, we will award the
Book-of-the-Year Award," Crepeau said. "The
field has grown sp much, we felt it was time to
go to a yearly book a ward."
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by Scott BrOden
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR ·

"The toughest game on our
schedule," UCF football coach
Gene McDowell said of
Saturday's game with Eastern
Kentucky at the Florida Citrus
Bowl.
The Knights, ranked second
in this week's NCAA Division
II poll, will seek their first win
in this their fifth meeting with
the Colonels. EKU is ranked
19th in Division I-AA.
Eastern Kentucky,1-1, lost
to Tennessee-Chattanooga 100, and came back from a 28-7
deficit to beat Marshall
(ranked seventh in Division IAA at the time) 37-34.L a s t
year, Eastern Kentucky dominated UCF, 51-24, and
amassed 298 rushing yards. It
was the only time in 1986 UCF
wasblownoutofagameearly.

Eastern Kentucky went on to
become the co-champions of
the Ohio Valley Conference
and made it to the semifinals of
the NCAA Division I-AA playoffs.
However, UCFhasprovedit
can stay with Eastern Kentucky before. The Colonels
beat the Knights 28-21 at the
Florida Citrus Bowl in 1985.
Furthermore, the Knights
beat Murray State last year
38-25, with Murray State then
beating Eastern Kentucky, 1715.
"We'll need a lot of folks
yelling for us in order to win,"
McDowell said. "Last year
· when .we went to Eastern
Kentucky, their student section sat behind our bench and
harassed our team. This year,
our student section is behind
their bench, and turnabout is
fair play."
· The game could also have
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recruiting significance since
Eastern Kentucky has lured
away its share of Florida high
school players. Currently,
EKlJ has 23 Florida players,
including six starters.
McDowell said a win over
Eastern Kentucky "could
eliminate their chances of taking any good player that we
want to take."
The Colonels return eight
starters on defense, which was
ranked 12th nationally in
1986. EKU's defense was also
the top-ranked defense
against the rush.
So far, the Knights have
relied -on the passing game and
will probably do the same with ·
EKU. In fact, McDowell has
nicknamed his offense, "Air
Supply," the name of the band
that will perform at UCF's
Homecoming concert.
"I was glad we got Air Supply to begin with because I
knew we were going to be
throwing the ball," McDowell
said. "It's our theme."
Air Supply amassed 340
passing yards last week
against Elon, via a shotgun, no
huddle offense.
"We may use the shotgun
and the no huddle offense
against Ea~tem Kentucky,"
McDowell said. "I haven't decided yet. They have a completely different defense than
Elon.!'
EKU senior cornerback
Danny Copeland (6-2, 208),
who led EKU in interceptions
last year with four, will match
up with UCF speedster Bernard Ford. Ford broke the

. Where:
Florida Citrus Bowl, Orlando~:
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school record for most receptions in a game against Elon
with 13.
Two EKU All-Conference
defensive linemen will lead a
strong pass rush. Seniors
Eugene Banks, a nose guard
from Largo, and defensive
tackle Harold Torrens will put
pressure on UCF quarterback
Darin Slack.
The UCF defense will have
the task of stopping two 1,000-

yard rushers. Senior tailback
James Crawford from Palmetto (1,288 yards, 13 touchdowns last season) and sophomore tailback Elroy Harris
(1,134 yards, 14 touchdowns),
a graduate of Winter Park
High School, will be a tough
tandem for the Knightmare
defense.
"If we can stop the big plays,

!I

'!-

SEE EKU PAGE ?

Students should use new seats to harass enemy
Let's try and make sure everyone (i.e. students) is on the
same page this week at UCF's
football game.
First of all, there was mass
confusion as to where UCF
students were to sit last week
at the Elon game. Students
flocked to the west side (press
box side) as used to be the
custom. Students argued with
alumni (who are supposed to
be there) over seating. Alumni
argued back . with students.
Throw in season ticket holders, and there was a huge
mess.
UC.F students were moved
to the other side (east side) of
the stadium for a very simple
reason. .
"We want our students to
harass the opponent," UCF
coach Gene McDowell said.
That's a great idea coach,

but the majority of UCF students still treat a UCF game
like social hour. Our fans will
probably start up conversations with the EKU team.
They're too polite to get nasty.
Now more than ever, students need to show the team
we're really there for them.
We're No. 2 -in the country for
our division and that's a lot to
be proud of.
And EKU is a big, bad powerhouse. They've won Division
I-AA national championships
and numerous Ohio Valley
Conference titles. Last year
they ran the score up on the

Knights at EKU's home field.
McDowell said the EKU
students downright harassed
their Orlando guests. Saturday night is our tum to get
nasty with our Richmond
guests.
The Knights will need every
bit of support the fans (sober or
not) can muster. Cheering fans
make an athlete reach down
and give that little extra effort.
Anyone who's ever competed
in sports will tell you that.
There are more than 1 7,000
fans at UCF and I have yet to
be impressed with a turnout at
a UCF football game. Sure it
'may have rained a little at
each game, but that's a weak
excuse.
I don't care if you're one of
those nighttime UCF students
who has three kids and a busband and thinks of UCF as a

The UCF student
section is now
located on the
east side, lower
deck, of
theFlorida
Citrus Bowl

~

•

•
SOURCE: UCF Atheletlc
Department

glorified junior college. Grab
the kids and get to the game.
You too are UCF students and
are part of the student body.

Scott/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•
This game and this season
requires a team effort, on the ....
field and in the stands.

,
AIR SUPPLY

- ............ ·.·.....

..

UCF quarterback Darin Slack performed his own version of "Air Supply· Saturday night against Elon College by c9mpleting 22 of 39 passes for 322 yards.

.

·The entertainment and feature

~upplement of
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Spyro Gyra returns· to Jazz Fest '87
Gyra. Their performance was pretty
much on time considering the band's
plane arrived only a few hours before

1111

1
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anp saxophone player, Jay Becken·

stein found time to chat.
The band comes with a young, new
bass player from the depths of Key
West. What happened to Kim Stone,
the bassist who has been with band
almost from the beginning of their
ten-year run?

"Spyro Gyra is something
that I heard as a fresh~ man in college; it's an
algae. It's nice under a
microscope; to the
naked eye, it makes your ·
pool turn green.''
-Jay Beckenstein,
SpyroGyra
"He left the band on his own volition," Beckenstein explains. "He
went back to Colorado. He had met a
really nice woman. and the two of
them were getting serious. He
thought being out on the road all year
didn't fit into his plans."

/
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-~JIIIHi studied music in New York and
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Courtesy of Jazz Feat '87

Spyro Gyro plays opposite· a sunset on the last day of Jazz Fest '87.

The diverse talents of Hiroshima Domino was not able to attend at the
helped get the baH rolling Friday last minute, yet he was replaced by
"This has been an experience that evening in the Bob Carr Auditorium. the one and only James Brown.
The UCF Jazz Lab also had a hot
compares only to the first time I no- After the opening quartet. AKA.
ticed I was losing my hair," WESH warmed the crowd up with a brief, set. "This was the best first performnewsman, Bill Schafer shouted ex- but very hot set, Hiroshima scorched ance of the year by the UCF Jazz Lab
citedly Sunday, as Orlando's Jazz the audience with their blend of soft since I've been here," jazz lab director
John C. Whitney proudly anjazz and "cultural fusion."
Fest '87 came to an end.
The outdoor portion of the Fest nounced.
Despite a brtef spell of rain, Jazz
But it was with the closing of Jazz
Fest '87 once again proved itself to be began Saturday at the Ben White
Orlando's most exciting event of the Raceway. The only problem encpun- Fest that brought perennial Orlando
year. Bands from all over the country tered, aside from the brief rain, ahd favorite on state.
The J:azz Fest was closed with the
came to celebrate the art that Amer- the blazing heat, turned out to b~ one
of true highlig~ts of the show: Fats contemporary brilliance of Spyro
ica can truly call its own.
oy Dave Schlenker
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are three names that come to mind."
Spyro Gyra was formed in Buffalo,
New York. The band actually started
as a jazz workshop. Beckenstein
claims to be the only original member
with keyboard player, Tom Schuman
as a close second. The group-was
originally a quartet with keybo!!rd,
drums, bass, and saxophone.
"Dave Samuels (vibes and marimba) joined us on the first album
about ten years ago, but he didn't
join the touring ensemble until four
years ago. It wasn't until myself and

SEE JAZZ PAGE 2
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Bowie's tour more than theatrics
by Marla Tritt

Although David Bowie
once told an inteIViewer, ..I
am first and foremost a
writer, a singer, and a musician," his latest stage show
seemed to - exemplify the
more theatrical Bowie. In
fact. during the three and
some odd years that have
elapsed since the release of
his last album, Bowie's musical interests seemed to take
a back seat to both his motion picture and Broadway
endeavors. With a starring
role in the Jim HensonGeorge Lucas film, Labyrinth, Bowie established
himself as a very competent
actor. If is no wonder then,
that the "Glass Spider Tour"
incorporated many theatrical aspects as a result of
Bowie's new creative outlet.
A monstrous glass spider
with gigantic legs suspended
above the stage backed by a
massive 50-foot spider web
forms the centerpiece of the
show. It is from the body of
this spider that Bowie descends to the stage. Bowie,
joined by five dancers, sang,
danced, dazzled, and
amazed the audience. From
the opening numbers- releases from his recent album
Never Let Me Down- to per-

sonal favorites from the past
18 years, Bowie's multimedia event progressed.
Hands do\vn, the most
elaborate stage show ever,
the theatrics, that have been
labeled by many critics as
.. pretentious" and "overkill"
could have easily upstaged
the songs. Yet, Bowie's highpowered band of veterans
brought the focus of the show
back to the music. He was
backed by Carlos Alomar on
guitar- a familiar figure to
Bowie fans- and talented
newcomer Erdal Kizilcay
playing on assortment of
instruments including trumpet, congas, and violin. Richard Cottle presided over synthesizer and ~axophone
-while the whole band was
anchored by Carmine Rojas
on bass and the tight. percussions of Allen Childs .on
drums. Perhaps, though, the
biggest factor, aside from
Bowie himself, drawing attention to the musical aspect
of the show rather than the
theatrics, is Peter Frampton
as "special guest" guitarist.
It was refreshing to see the
musical genius of Frampton
on stage once again. After
going into seclusion for a few
years, Frampton appeared
brighter than ever. In the
two-plus years since the re-

Photo Courtesy of Marli Tritt

David Bowie appeared in Tampa Sept. 19.

lease of an unsuccessful
come-back album, Frampton has done some personal
work both in and out of the
studio. Performing in Bowie's
cross-continental . show is
great for Frampton, whose
first home is the road. "I
think every musician has a
dream that one day he will
have the opportunity to_play
with [one of] his favorite
musicians," he said.
Bowie's future plans include making a movie with

good·frfend and fellow musician (actor?), Mick Jagger.
But for now, Bowie and entourage Wm take the "Glass
Spide.r Tour" to hundreds of
U.S. cities dazzling millions.
Between Bowie's theatrics
and Frampton's solid, guitar
licks, fans can expect to see
both a musical and theatrical
phenomenon.
As Bowie -described, it's
"loud, physical, and colorful.
It's 'Rock Theater'!"

Shall we -call it Le Park de Merde?
by Paul Price

I
I'

I

A proposed amusement par;k. jointly
financed by the Americans, and the
French, is drawing a lot of interest
worldwide.
As of yet, no name has been given to
the project, but supposedly the site is to
be in the French countryside, just outside Paris ..
Nicknamed "Le Park de Merde" by the
press, the attraction will contain over
one hundred exhibits and rides on a
forty square mile site. Little is known
about the majority of the rides, but three
examples were given to us by one of the
·p ark·s public relations personnel during
a recent phone conversation.
' THE EXOCET PAVILLION

If you liked it in the Falklands, you'll
love it in the Gulf. These famous French
missiles will be on sale to anyone with
the money to buy them. Launchable
from a range of 20 miles, air to sea, it
skims the surface of the water at incredible speeds before pe~etrating the side of
' any ocean-going vessel and exploding,
causing tremendous damage and

JAZZ FROM PAGE 1
Jeremy Wall, who is another
writer for the band, were
involved in the original quartet. and the two of us embarked on making a record
together that we brought
Dave Samuels and a percussionist in that we started
.expanding the thing."
As far as Beckenstein's
favorite Spyro Gyra record
goes: "I happen to like the
last one a lot. I like Alternating Currents : I mean, I produce the albums. if I didn't
like them, I wouldn't put
them out. I guess I like all of
them."
The name of the band is a
story In itself.

~·

Hunky Dory

with fantastically life-like robots. indistinguishable from the man himself. As
you relax in a comfortable auditorium
that rotates around the various rooms
of the house, he expounds on his -philosophies and make amusing comments about his plans for the world.

causalities A state of the art simulated
missile range is available to all so that AIRSPACE
they may sharpen their Exocet skills to
This ingenious exhibit allows the
a razor·s edge.
public to fly models of the latest French
Currently only two targets and geo- and American fighter bombers. The
graphical locations are available. You simulators are programmed to plot a
can fire on British ships off the course to the Persian Gulf and carry out
Falklands, or on American ships in the a bombing run. A word to the wise, if
Persian Gulf. More targets are in the you ever get a chance to try this, pick
planning stage, namely targets of Brit- one of the American models, because
ish ships in the Gulf, and surprisingly, they are not allowed to fly over French
French ships in the same waters. ·
air space, and the ride is hours longer.
Your score, based on tonnage sunk Watch out though, as the additional
. and lives taken, is instantaneously miles and pilot fatigue can cause some
flashed up in front of you. For a nomi- planes to drop out of the sky. So real. it
nal fee you can even get a computer almost seems plausible.
print-out to take home to show your
Little is known about the other
friends.
planned attractions, but informed
HOME AWAY FROM HOME
sources have told me that other conThis.attraction is an exact replica of cepts are being considered such as, "It's
the house where the Ayatollah lived a small Nuclear Reactor after all." and
whilst in exile in France. It even comes "The Pirates of the Arms World."

.. Spyro Gyra is something
two hour show we prefer to
that I heard as a freshman in
play. All of those things are
college; it's an algae. It's nice "it's a blast to play for negatives. On the other
under a microscope: to the a lot of people in a hand, the festival.s attract
large and enthusiastic audinaked eye, it makes your beautiful setting .."
ences, and it's ab.last to play
pool turn green. When we
for a lot of people in a beautiwer:e just starting-out, before
-Jay Beckenstein, ful setting," he explains.
we even had a name, I was
SpyroGyra · "Both situations have
working at a club and the
their pros and cons. I guess I
owner wanted to advertise.
would have to say that I like
He was being unusually
obnoxious, and boning me own accord. Although they doing our own concerts best.
around- t:p.reatening me if I like outdoor festivals, they It is really more controlled.
didn't come up with a name, seem to prefer playing their and we really get to make the
statement we want to make.
so really, as a joke, Spyro own concerts.
"The festival thing has got But I love playing for the kind
Gyra came to mind. That
same club owner misspelled problems in that they are of crowds these festivals atthe name. The algae is putting on a lot of bands, the tract. But that is a whole
spelled with 'i's, not ys. So. I production quality is usually different side of it."
From the side Orlando saw
guess I owe that club owner a down a little. The bands are
being rushed. We, for · in- Sunday night, one can only
word of 'thanks'."
Thebandcamebacktothe stance, will have to play an hope that they will be back to
Jazz Fest this year on their hour show as opposed to the close Jazz Fest '88.

Calendar
• TAMPA THEATRE
Season and series tickets are
now on sale at the Tampa Theatre Box Office for the Tampa
Film Club's 1987-88 movie season. The Film Club's tenth season includes, for the first time,
indivtdual series devoted to speciftc film genres, such as foreign
films, mainstream releases and
Hollywood classics. Overall, the
Film Club will present about 100
movies during the season, which
runs from Oct 1 through Sept.
30, 1988. Each of the Three series ~International Cinema" on
Frtday nights, "The Best of the
Silverscreen" on Saturday
nights, and "Sundays at Seven•
on Sunday evenings-will present over 30 films throughout the
year. ~ries memberships to any
one of the three series are $20
and entitle members to free
admission to all films in the sertes, free refills on popcorn and
soft drinks, and a voice in future .
Film Club selections. For information call (813) 223-8286.

•PACK AND PADDLE
Florida Pack and Paddle is
putting together special tours in
addition to their regular custom .
group tours. Each new tour has
a special theme or destination.
For information call (305) 6455068.

•SOUTHERN BALLET
On Oct 9, Merrill Ashley and
John Meehan, stars of the New
York City Ballet, join Southern
Ballet Theatre for a glittering
evening of new and favorite
works. Rococo Variations World Premiere; choreography
by Russell Sultzbach, Sou them
Ballet Master and music by
Tschaikovsky. Also, PrismaticWorld Premiere; choreography
by Barbra Riggins, Southern
Ballet Artistic Director and
music by Shostakovich.

• UCF ART GALLERY
The UCF Art Gallery will host
an exhibition based on a common theme shared by artists
who work in a variety of styles
within one medium- painting.
The theme is the self-portrait
and the artists of Central Floridians. The art historical reference
is to the Uffizi collection of internationally recognized artists' self
portraits.This exhibition will
demonstrate the number of contemporary painting styles which
co-exist in Ce~tral Florida.
•WINDSURFING LESSONS
The Maitland Parks & Recreation Department is offering a new
schedule of windsurfing lessons.
This affordable program will be
held at Lake Sybelia Beach in
Maitland. Trained instructors
will teach the basic elements of a
sailboard, sailing techniques,
and water safety. The schedule
for beginning windsurfing is as
follows: Class I: 9:30 a.m. to
11:30 a.m. Aug. 11, 12 & 14;
Class II: 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
Aug. 17, 18, & 20. Cost for the
program is $20 and each participant must possess a Maitland
Parks & Recreation I.D. card or
daily pass. Register at Hill Recreation Center, 801 Hillcrest
Ave., in Maitland between 8 a.m.
and 10 p.m.
For more information call
644-8895, ext. 24 7.
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King Cowboy most refreshing Orlando area band
by Marla Tritt

physically, (I didn't have the
overwhelming desire to ask
for beauty tips from these
guys), but they singlehandedly restored my faith
that there is, indeed, diversity in Orlando's music
scene.

After forcing myself to sit
through what seemed to be
the longest set in history by
yet another loud, imitation,
pretty-boy rock band, I left
one of my favorite local hot
spots very disappointed and
somewhat deaf. Not content
in thinking this type of band
(which is seen in Florida as
much as shine) was the best
Orlando had to offer, I set out
to find something if not revolutionary at least refreshing.
In fact, at that point of the
evening. I would have been
satisfied in merely locating a
band whose male members
wore less make-up or had
shorter hair that I did.
Quite surprisingly however, the very first band that
I discovered in what I
thought would be a futile
quest, not only fit the bill

[tl@i~i

Spotlight
King Cowboy, unwilling to
compromise their principals
or integrity by playing piindless cover tunes or by donning long hair and wearing
make-up, might very well be
the most underrated band in

the Orlando area.
"I thought they were a
country band," . a very large
man wearing a pair of cowboy
boots said between a cheek
full of chewing tobacco on his
way to the exit. Perhaps, King
Cowboy is a bit of misnomer,
deceiving some, but this ohso-stylish band of seven,
including a three piece brass
section, is far from a country
band. Dare I say that this
band has talent, rare talent
that can't simply be labeled.
Not only is this talent reflected in their original material (they actually know and
use more than three chords),
but it is evident in their stage

show as well.
No, King Cowboy's show
doesn't include a state-ofthe-art sound and light presentation that could make
anyone sound and look good.
King Cowboy doesn't have
choreographed show (where
every minute detail is preplanned). They don't even
have a backdrop. What King
Cowboy does have, however- which couldn't be
compensated for by any
piece of equipment or hours
of planning- is personality.
And it's this personality that
makes King Cowboy special.
Babe ("as in Babe Ruth,"
he adds) front man and bass
player, exudes his personal-

ity. Almost instantaneously
gaining a rapport with what,
at first glance, seemed to be a
rather apathetic audience,
Babe soon had the entire
crowd on their feet. From
unique renditions of familiar
cover tunes like "Mony,
Mony" to the band's originals
including a spirited rock
song, "Dance," and a bitter
sweet ballad, "More Than a
Memory," the crowd was very
responsive and enthusiastic.
With applause ringing out
at the conclusion of the set,
Babe, unpretentiously, takes
the mike in hand and says,
"Thanks," almost as if surprised by the overwhelming
approval.
"We're not another span.dex band," Babe assures referring to the glam-rockers I
had just left.

SEE COWBOY PAGE 4

King Cowboy
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DECIDE YOUR SENATORS!!
MAIN CAMPUS ELECTION THIS TUESDAY &
WEDNESDAY THE 29TH & 30JH.
AREA CAMPUSES: MONDAY & TUESDAY
~~ STuDENT GovERNMENT•••
-
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WORKING FOR -YOU!!
.
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·c·ast makes 'Fiddler' memorable
daughter, Hodel, falls in love
with Perchik, the town's intellectual and radical. It is
just a matter of time and he is
arrested and sent off to Siberia and Hodel follows. Then
the third daughter- elopes
with the Christian boy,
. Fyedka, and Tevye anguishly
cries out, "Chava is dead to
us!" Meanwhile the constable orders the Jews to
leave the vUlage due to impending violent demonstrations. They leave home wondering where elsetheycango
to celebrate the Sabbath in
peace.

by D. E. Della Costa

A simple but heartwrenchJng story of a Jewish
family unfolds as the narrator tells the audience that
"without tradition our lives
would be as shaky as a fiddler on the roof."
The set design transports
y~u to Anatevka. a small village in Russia, in 1905 on the
eve of the Russian Revolutionary period. The stage and
backdrop scenery are framed
with a pattern of square
blocks each depicting the
lifestyle and customs of Jewish heritage, such as the
menorWi thereby setting the
~~=B
mood of the play. The timehonored practice qf seeking
the seIVices of matchmaker
is done byTevye and his wife,
Golde. They want husbands
Throughout the producfor the three oldest of their
tion the playgoer is sensifive daughters. .
Yente picks Lazar Wolf, tized to the deep meaning of
the butcher, for the first- tradition for this family.
born since he is established Tevye is a dairyrilan by trade
and rich. The only drawback with meager possessions,
is that he is well into his but it is their home life that
fifties. Tzeitel prefers Motel, holds them together. They
the young tailor. The second are shown celebrating the
~x;-:

Theater

COWBOY
FROMPAGE3
When asked what lies in
the future. Babe told me that
King Cowboy will be returning to the studio for a few
months to work on some new
songs. So unfortunately, if
you missed ~g Cowboy in
their last .gig, they won't be
back on the Orlando bar circuit again until November.
But, when King Cowboy does
return to the touring scene,
I'll keep you posted and King
Cowboy will be back in "The
Spotlight" again.

DRINIGNG
AND

DRIVING DON'T
MIX

. . : . "••- '"' ·-·· .

.

·····~!

Sabbath with friends while
the wedding ceremony is

~~~:.i1!.:~~t~::;:~1:£~

reception has the men and
the women separated. by a
rope barrier. The outside of
the house is made of wooden
shingles, some in need of
repair, with ivy growing
sparsely up the walls. There
are a few farm tools and a
rope tacked to one side of the
abode.
·
Each scene was set with
enough props to give the
audience an aura of atmosphere, whether it was the
train station with a wooden
bench and platform. in their
bedroom with black curtains
drawn about to add to the
illusion of being in a dream,
or in the tailor shop with
bolts of material anc:l a sewing machine. The lighting put
it all into perspective.
Illumination faded in and
out at just the right inteivals
to allow attention to be focused on facial expressions.
Soft shadowy effects added

SEE FIDDLER PAGE 8

Name This UCF Student
and Win One Free
8X 1Q p 0 r t r a i t

.THE
PHOTOGRAPHY STUDIO
11488 E. Colonial Dr.
U n i o n P a r k
4 6 4 O

2 7 3

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
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BE A BARTENDER!
lOCAUNATIONAL PLACEMENT ASSISTANCE
ONE-WEEK Course
Call For FREE Brochure

(305) 682-3133
San Sebastian Square -Altamonte Springs

Befbreyou choose along distance
service, take a close looK.

You may be thinking about
choosing one of the newer
carriers over AT&T in order to
save money.
Think again.
Since January 1987, AT&Ts
rates have dropped more than
15% for direct-dialed out-ofstate calls. So they're lower than
you probably realize. For information on specific rates, you
can call us at 1 800 222-0300.
And AT&T offers clear long
distance connections, operator
assistance, 24-hour customer
service, and immediate credit
for wrong numbers. Plus, you
can use AT&T to call from
anywhere to an)rwhere, all over
the United States and to over
. 250 countries.
You might be surprised at
how good a value AT&T really
is. So before you choose a
long distance company, pick
up the phone.

:'.:. · ~LEASE!
- ~
. .
.
,

f - .~~
I

- ~. _AREN'T

:you .-.

~· -- WORTH

IT?

ATaT

The right chpice.
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Wildside deceptive; it's a bore
. by Steve J. Pustelnyk

~\~~

Albums

Loverboy: Wildside

A distinctive men's and women's apparel
store which has served the Central
Florida community "for
over fifty years.

Produced by Bruce Fairbairn

Wildside, perhaps a credible description of
Loverboy's new album, is believe it or not,
also the title. Of course titles can be deceiving.
The music of this album is good old LoverColonial
Park Avenue, Altamonte
boy,
filled with loud guitars and a racing back
Winter Park
Plaza
Mall
beat. But in no way does the Wild.side indi894-3061
645-4661
834-3061
cate that the band has created anything new
and exciting.
·
• r.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~il Following the treme.n dous success of the
single "Heaven in Your Eyes," Loverboy could
have moved to greater heights. Instead they
chose to follow the same trail, releasing an
album quite similar to their previous, Lovin'
Every Minute ofIt.
However, the new album even lacks the
pacing and character of their last effort.
Lovin' Every Minute ofIt had pizazz. From
the excitable title track to the slow paced
"This Could be the N:tght." Lovin' Every Min-

PINERIDGE APARTMENT~
For Rent:
• 2 Bedroom/2 Bath
• 3 Bedroom/l 1h. Bath
• Townhouses - 2 Bedroom
l 1/i Bath ·

.;..

Located 1.5 miles from UCF. All
apartments are quiet, have covered car.p orts and l9undry hookups. Rental
rates: $420 and up.

For information call
GAi-Realtor at 834-6062
or in the evenings
at 260-0896

ute of It at least had variation and style.
Wildside on the other haiid is chy. The ~t
five songs of the album are so muah alike,
they remain indistinguishable.
·The only song that stands out is "Love Will
Rise Again." It catches the listener not with
unique sound or intellectual thought. but
with a catchy chorus that may entice radio
fans to sing along.
"Hometown Hero," co-written by Bryan
Adams, gives the initial impression of a classic Springsteen, Mellencamp or Adams song.
Instead it falls drastically short with lyrics
like, You wWlt a lwmetown hero/ And
nothing's standing in your way I Take it all the
way from zero/ Never fade away.
These lyrics, if written by a first grader;
wouldn't garnish respect.

SEE LOVERBOY PAGE 8

The . CLAST ...
will you pass?

~CLICKll

Get help. with

Getting Ready for the CLAST
Reading, Writing, Essay, Ma.thematics The 1987 edition includes Instruction and sample tests created
using the latest state CLAST specifications. You'll discover where
you need help and you'll get the help you need.
Ask for It at your bookstore.

. , . H&H Publishing Company, Inc.

,

•

CATCH THE ACTllON'''

·····-·······························
KNIGHTS v.s COLONELS
Saturday 26th
7:00 p.m.

UP YouR SEASON
T1cKETS Ar THE K1osKI

PICK
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Student Government

At Orlando Stadium
ALL UCF STUDENTS
·I NVITED!
Cheer our. Fighting Knights on to victory against
Eastern Kentucky!

F · REE
W DI

FOOD

•
'
GIVEAWAYS

z

F- R E E

D R ·1 · N K S '

1

·Bring your Student I.D. and Ticket to the game!
..

.
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· Sweeney's gOod source of party atmosphere
•

As a few guitar riffs rang out, I
worked my way through the growing
crowd and managed to locate a small
vacant table near ·th.e back of the
club, giving me a good vantage point
of the band. Although these very

by Marla Tritt

Not even a Saturday night's torrential rains kept Orlando's die-hard
.. partlers from making their way to
Sweeney's to see hard-rocking Bezerk play their last night of a five-night
stint. When I arrived, the band- in
.., between sets- seemed to have their
hands full entertaining their female,
fan fatales thus giving me the opportunity to look around the club.
Sweeney's, formerly known as
"Tom's Point After," is a fairly large
nightclub/restaurant which fea- predictable glitter-rockers played
... ·tures live bands Tuesday through such covered-to-death classics as
Saturday. This very hip Bennigan's- Aerosmith's "WalkThisWay," and an
style bar, fully equipped with stage assortment of Bon Jovi and Ratt
and state-of-the-art lighting. S~ow tunes, the crowd seemed to be enjoycases local as well as nationally ac- ing themselves. Besides, what the
claimed rock 'n' roll bands.
foursome lacked in originality, they

Knight out on
the to\Vll

•

made up for in volume. A refreshing
note however, was one of the band's
originals, a melodic ballad called
"Open Up Your Dreams," which is on
their soon-to-be released EP. The
audience, unfortunately, was not as
responsive to this relatively unknown original as they were to an old,
farlliliar Stones favorite. "Honky Talk
Woman," when Matt, lead vocalist
and keyboardist, mingled among
adoring fans prompting them to sing
with him. This enthusiastic crowd,
however, needed very little prompting and were soon all over him trying
to get their tum on the microphone.
Matt, struggling to make his way
back to the stage through not only
the would-be stars, but a jam packed
dance floor, quickly finishing up the
set.

Portable·radios are meant for-

FoOtball ls
In The Air!!

EyewearValue.
Special Discounts for
Central norida Students.

University Central Florida's students are special to Opti-World.
That's why we offer ~y student
·with a vahd ID 15% off purchases at Opti-World.

Orlando's Only I-Hour,
I-Stolt Vision Center.

Only Ooti-World offers professional eye examination,
Orlando's largest selection of
frames, a complete contact
lens cente~ plus an onpremise lao staffed with
skilled technicians. It's all
under one roof so you
can walk in and walk out'
with new glasses in just
one hour

Satisfaction
Guaranteed.

,

Frames and lenses are
guaranteed for one year against·
defects in materials and11·-~
workmanship. In
addition, if for
any reason
you're not completely satisfied with the
look or feel of
your new glasses,
just come back

Join the football team in
Tallahassee and show your
full support!
The Office Of Minority Student Services is
sponsoring a bus ride to Tallahassee. The
bus will depart from Orlando on Friday, Nov.
13th and return to Orlando on Sunday afternoon, Nov .15th. Two different packages and
prices are available.
For information contact:

Three Convenient ·
Locations.

We're convenienfur located at
4319 E. Colonial Drive across
· One Hour Servic:efrom Colonial Promenade,
~en 7 Days.
:ghone 894-455~ at Ashby's
A students time is valuable
Square, one mile west of
and class schedules are hec- . Altamonte Mall, Rhone
tic./bat's why
788-2921) and in
wereopen7i
Florida Plaza aeross
days a week.
from Florida Mall,
In addition,
phone 851-2020.
Qpen MondaySaturday 10 a.mg pm. and Sunday
'-'==~n\.
1 p.m.6p.m.

Sweeney's is located at 11599 E.
Colonial Drive (one block west of
Alafaya Trail).

. Your source for UCF sports.

Opti-World.
. UCFSBest
withm 10 days and we'll
exchange your frames for
another pair.

The general consensus among the
Orlando party-goers was that
Sweeney's is, indeed, the place to be
for a good-time. And I whole-h~art
edly agree.

Exclusively.9n
89.9 WUCF-FM!

UCF Football! ·
Catch the Knights all season as John Curtis (play-by-play),
Scott Anez (color) and Marc Deitchman (field announcer)
bring you all of the action!

Aside from live entertainment and
dancing, Sweeney's houses some ten
or so pool tables, a "foosball" table, a
large screen T.V., and a wide array of
video and pinball games. The kitchen
at Sweeney's is open to 2 a.m., offering something for every taste from
salads to Mexican food with a variety
of munchies in between (including
coffee to sober-up those who overindulge in intoxicants.)

The Office Of Minority Student Services
275-2716 • Dr. Robert Belle.
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An Outdoor Adventure
=The ULTIMATE Fraternity Challenge

·1
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: Brevard
I (305) 639-2024 ·

I

!·

Orange/Seminole ·:
-(305) 422-3363 I -

·-------------------·
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The cast consists of seasoned actors with
. a long list of credits _to their names. Ray.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Michel played a dual-role as Tevye and the
depth to scenes where characters were using narrator. He was equally poised in both parts ·
mime while the action was carried out on while Virginia Light, veteran actress that she
- front. All was heightened by eloquent piano is, once again immersed herself in a part, this
time as Golde, Tevye's wife. As husband and
playing in the background.
spouse in this comedy-drama, they put
Costumes were period pieces. The main · humor where it belonged. Thom Groomes
character wore brown slacks with a subdued was one of the seven waiters at the Mark II
plaid vest and farmer's boots to allow him to Dinner Theatre who magically made the
stand out. Little touches made the costumes transition to actor and graced the footway.
complete as the tailor wore horn-rimmed He played a "delicate" fiddle whose manner
glasses along with a tape measure around his was as gentle on stage as off. Matt Robillard
neck ; the butcher's white apron was slightly as Alexander, oQ.e of the townspeople, proved
soiled which he even wore under his overcoat himself as an actor and a dancer. . John
while fleeing the country. The Russian Cos- Mevorach's acting is well noted for his porsacks outfits were distinguished from the trayal of Perchik. Yente, the matchmaker,
others ·w ith fur hats and light colored tunic doi1e by Ann D. Hurst, was cast perfectly for
the ·role as was Rick Forrest, the tailor.
shirts and slacks plus soldier's boots.

FIDDLER FROM PAGE 4

.

only slow song on the albtlm. know.
This song is a typical pop
It is not a classic masterpiece, but it does have merit. classic. It is among few othThe rest of the album fol- "Don't Keep me in the Dark," ers on the album which may
lows the same formula. Poor is an interesting title. It be destined for radio play.
lyrics and relentlessly poor eludes to the times in a rela- These two or three catchy
imagination. A small number tionship when communica- songs may in time sell the
of songs on the 11-track tion is lacking and things are entire album.
album do shine, but most on the verge of crumbling:
But buying the album isn't
The chorus of the song is
will remain in the shadow of
simple, yet powerful, Don't worth it. Loverbov fans will
a listener's memory.
The highlight of the album keep me in the dark/ Silence probably be dis~;1l1-..l11-i1 . and
is the very last song, "Don't won't protect you/ If your radio fans will be disapKeep Me in the Dark,"_ the gonnalea11e/ Yougottoletme pointed.

./

ALBUM FROM PAGES

RESTAURANT
&
OYSTER BAR

•With a Student l.D. Buy a pitcher and get a second pitcher FREE
• Lunch &Dinner specials daily
• Located 2 miles north of UCF on Alafaya Trail

365-5087

Classifieds
Your key to the future

Call Mike at 275-2601

When the Knights Win ...You Win!
UCF STUDENTS AND FACULTY MEMBERS CAN RENT 2
MOVIES FOR THE PRICE OF 1, EACH & EVJ;:RY WEEK
OUR FOOTBALL TEAM IS VICTORIOUS.

VIDEO RENTAL
11490 E. Colonial Dr.
Union Park
(next door tb the Photography Studio)

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

..,

Saturday Vigil Mass
6·:00 P.M.

OUJ'O'
UllL.

Why waste time waiting in line with
your Federal government check? With
Direct Deposit, your money is credit~d
to your account automatically. It's easier
and it's safer, too. Your money is there wait·
ing for you, instead ofyou waiting for it.
Sign up wherever you have your
checking or savings account.
Come on, get out of line ...

m

· A public service of this newspaper and the Department
of the Treasury's Fi n~ncial Management Service

TYPIN·.G
~.

TERM PAPERS ·
&
RESUMES
·,I

$1.00 - $1.50 per page
D.S. 10 pitch

25o/o Discount on Other_Services ·

Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
.Choir Rehersal
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M.

-

EXECUTIVE
SUPPORT
C_
ENTERS,INC.

(located in The Central Florida Research Park)

1501 Alafaya Trail·
, 275-0841
WELCOME

...

